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Samsung GP-FPA057VAATW mobile phone case 17 cm (6.7") Cover
Transparent

Brand : Samsung Product code: GP-FPA057VAATW

Product name : GP-FPA057VAATW

Clear case for Galaxy A05s, Transparent

Samsung GP-FPA057VAATW mobile phone case 17 cm (6.7") Cover Transparent:

Your hue stays true
for Galaxy A05s
Clear Case lets you show your phone’s original design,easy-to-hold, protect your phone without
sacrificing . The case is made of Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU)*, providing an excellent grip and
protection with minimal bulkiness.
Samsung GP-FPA057VAATW. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy
A05s, Maximum screen size: 17 cm (6.7"), Product colour: Transparent

Features

Maximum screen size * 17 cm (6.7")
Compatibility * Galaxy A05s
Case type * Cover

Features

Material * Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
Product colour * Transparent
Brand compatibility * Samsung
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